PLANTILLA DE PRESENTACION DE VACANTES

Se solicita cumplimentar en Inglés a ser posible.

CONOCIMIENTO Y HABILIDADES QUE RECIBIRÁN LOS Y LAS BECARIOS/AS DURANTE LA PRÁCTICAS

The headship of the state school through the person in charge of the coordination of the bilingual teaching, will provide the welcome of the language assistant from the very moment of their arrival. Moreover, the assistant will be trained in the knowledge of the Spanish language, Spanish culture and the Andalusian Educational System by means of their collaboration in the improvement of the pupils' Speaking skill in the Foreign language.

DETALLE DEL PROGRAMA DE ACTIVIDADES QUE LLEVARÁN A CABO LOS/AS ESTUDIANTES DURANTE LAS PRÁCTICAS EN SU ENTIDAD

The Language Assistant will carry out their activities in the Primary School that are part of the Bilingual School Programme. Their responsibilities will include assistant teaching in English in subjects such as Science, Art and English language encouraging the Speaking skills with the pupils as well as directing conversation groups, in some cases with the school staff during the pupils' playtime. The Assistant will have to provide support to the teachers in language and culture classes and also have the opportunity to learn about the Spanish language and culture and use their experience upon their return to their countries, thus developing cultural understanding between both cultures. No way they will carry out the teachers' duties and the teachers will always stay in the classroom with them.

TAREAS DEL/A ESTUDIANTE DE PRÁCTICAS ERASMUS EN SU ENTIDAD:

a) The English-speaking Assistant will collaborate with the school teachers for 12 hours a week in subjects as Science, Art and English language.
b) The Assistant will help the pupils to develop their English providing the pupils with a correct phonetic and grammatical example in the foreign language.
c) The Assistant will help the Teacher to make teaching materials in the Second language.
d) The Assistant will try to develop cultural understanding between their own culture and the Spanish culture making activities that will show the children different cultural aspects of their English - Speaking country.

SEGUIMIENTO Y PLAN DE EVALUACIÓN:

a) Fulfillment of the abovementioned tasks established in the Bilingual School Programme.
b) Involvement of the Assistant in the school life (activities carried out at the school during the academic year).

The Assistant's assessment will be continuous and it will be carry out by the head teacher and the other teachers to whom the Assistant will support with the English language.

PERIODO DISPONIBLE PARA HACER PRÁCTICAS (EJEMPLO: ENTRE SEPTIEMBRE Y JULIO)

Between January and May

DATOS DE CONTACTO

School: C.E.I.P. Antonio Machado (Code: 29009715)
Address: c/ Corregidor Carlos Garafa Nº 5 (Málaga, Spain)
Phone Number: 951298754 Mail: 29009715.edu@juntadeandalucia.es

info@intercambiar.org
952002774 / 672028985